
OUR MEMBERS,
OUR SERVICE

Since 2015 the platform Cycle Competence Austria 
offers the best possible cycling solutions made in 
Austria to improve cycle traffic, launches international 
networking activities and transfers know-how to inter-
ested parties from all over Europe.

Austria’s cycle traffic numbers are going up. Austria is 
among the top 7 cycling nations in Europe. Progress 
is not possible without a certain level of quality in the 
planning stage and production. Dynamics are emerging 
– things are moving ahead!

CON.SENS MOBILITÄTSDESIGN
co-creative transport planning and 
tailored mobility design with a focus on 
finding a consensus among all stakehol-
ders | cvp.at

KOMOBILE VIENNA & 
GMUNDEN
creates cycling concepts, supports 
bicycle planning strategies for municipa-
lities and regions | komobile.at

PLANOPTIMO BÜRO DR. KÖLL
operating in the areas of traffic analysis, 
traffic planning, traffic technology and 
road design | planoptimo.at

ROSINAK & PARTNER
working on traffic planning & techno-
logy, infrastructure planning, space & 
mobility and environment for 40 years | 
rosinak.at

VERKEHRPLUS
developing creative ideas adapted to 
local situations and implementing them 
together with our clients | verkehrplus.at

VERRACON
know-how in transportation planning, 
expertise in spatial analysis models and 
long-term experience in consulting | 
www.verracon.at

KTM
as a major European player in the cycle 
industry we have proven our bicycle 
manufacturing competence since 1964 | 
ktm-bikes.at

KALOVEO
the independent Austrian solution for 
e-bike rentals at hotels, companies and 
tourism destinations includes main-
tenance and insurance | kaloveo.com

RAINCOMBI
breathable, water- and windproof 
innovative rain overall designed for 
extra mobility | raincombi.at

VELLO BIKE
high-performance handmade and light 
folding bike with the worlds first rechar-
ching electric version| vello.bikeBIKE-ENERGY 

CHARGING STATIONS
the first charging stations worldwide 
without home charger represent a new 
way to charge e-bikes on the go | 
bike-energy.com

INNOVAMETALL
experienced company working intensively 
to find new and innovative solutions for 
bicycle infrastructure | innovametall.at

ZIEGLER AUSSENANLAGEN
urban furniture, cycle parking systems, 
waste disposal solutions and cycle locking 
systems | ziegler-metall.at

HERRY CONSULT
our target-group oriented mobility 
surveys result in a comprehensive 
understanding of  mobility behaviour |  
herry.at

UNIVERSITY OF SALZBURG: 
GI MOBILITY LAB @ Z_GIS
models and analysis techniques de-
veloped especially for bicycle traffic 
employed for a better understanding | 
zgis.at/gimobility

BIKE CITIZENS
our app technology for navigation, 
cycling promotion and cycling data 
analysis motivates people globally to 
cycle | bikecitizens.net

KATAPULT
efficient strategies and comprehensive 
communication and advertising 
campaigns for sustainable mobility | 
katapult.co.at

PRISMA SOLUTIONS
bundling relevant information on cycling 
into the trend of digitization and consis-
tently planning improvement measures | 
prisma-solutions.at

KLIMABÜNDNIS ÖSTERREICH
biggest community network for climate 
protection in Austria developing regional
measurements | klimabuendnis.at

RADLOBBY ÖSTERREICH
advocacy group for Austria’s everyday 
cyclists has three decades of experi-
ence in cycling politics and over 7.000 
members | radlobby.at

BMK KLIMAAKTIV MOBIL
initiative by the Federal Ministry for 
Climate Action (BMK) for climatefriendly 
mobility to reduce CO2 emissions | 
klimaaktivmobil.at

MOBILITÄTSAGENTUR WIEN
providing innovative campaigns, 
services and events to promote and 
improve cycling and walking in the city 
of Vienna | fahrradwien.at

RADFREUNDLICH 
VORARLBERG
Vorarlberg is the role model province 
in Austria in terms of cycling policy and 
modal share |vorarlberg.at/-/radfreund-
lich-vorarlberg

RADLAND NIEDERÖSTERREICH
Lower Austrias agency for active 
mobility takes a central coordinating 
role and supports the administrations 
goals | radland.at

STADT SALZBURG
one of the most cycling friendly cities 
in Austria with a high modal share of 
cycling and attractive infrastructure | 
stadt-salzburg.at/radfahren/

STEIERMARK – GO RADMOBIL
Styria’s GO! Radmobil initiative is a call 
for action to rethink mobility and for a 
change in traffic policies | radmobil.at

READ OUR NEWSLETTER!
Our international newsletter covers the 
latest news from the cycle traffic sector. 
Subscribe here: cyclecompetence.at/ 
newsletter-en/

CONTACT
Web: cyclecompetence.at
E-Mail: office@cyclecompetence.at
Facebook: @radkompetenzAT
Twitter: @CycleCompetence
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These dynamics are being picked up and 
carried forward by our platform Cycle 
Competence Austria. Our 25+ members re-
present a selection of the best companies 
and institutions Austria has to offer in the 
cycle traffic sector.

SERVICE
We offer webinars, excursions and 
lectures in Austria or at your city. Tailored 
to your interests and challenges.
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PROTECTED
INTERSECTION
Safe space for cyclists
and pedestrians

NOW THIS IS
CYCLE TRAFFIC!

BICYCLE PLAYGROUND
Safe space for kids to practice

MOBILITY HUB
Change from public 
transport to bike
or e-car

BICYCLE STREET 
Cars are only guests here

MODAL FILTER
Allows bicycles to 
pass while cars can’t

BIKE SHOPS
Selection from urban to 
folding and cargo bikes

RAIN
No problem with 
good equipment

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Cycle friendly measures

SHARED 
SPACE
Traffic calming 
for all modes

BICYCLE GARAGE
Intermodal comfort with 
safe bike parking

CYCLING APP
Navigation, data
collection, information

BICYCLE COUNTER
Show and evaluate the numbers

SIGNPOSTS
Orientation, 
directions and 
distances

INCLUSIVITY 
MATTERS
Think of all vulne-
rable road users

PROTECTED BIKELANE
Bollards separate cyclists from cars

The Austrian Cycling Embassy
cyclecompetence.at

Since
2015

CYCLE
NETWORK
Connected cycle 
paths bring safety 
and comfort

GREEN CITY
Liveable and
resilient to climate 
change effects


